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DPCR5 arrangements
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Customer and Social Considerations

• Retain Broad Measure of Customer Satisfaction making 
improvements based on lessons' learnt from DPCR5

– Eg review scope of survey to include new social media (eg twitter, facebook)

– Eg review fixed numbers as part of complaints metric.

– Eg review approach to assessing stakeholder engagement

• Social - DRS has highlighted need for joint working across industry – Fuel 
Poverty, Vulnerable Customers). Not clear what requirement there is for a 
separate output or financial incentive. 
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• Major connection customers are not well represented in Customer 
Satisfaction Survey.

• Stakeholders have stated that the average time to connect is an 
issue, especially for minor customers.

• Stakeholders would like more information available upfront 
(before they ask for a quotation).

• The impact of DPCR5 “Competition in Connections”

– How should we regulate/incentivise DNOs in market segments 
that have/haven’t passed the competition test?

Connection Issues
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Connection Considerations

• Major connection customers – Develop separate qualitative survey for major customers as part 
of the BM Customer Satisfaction Survey. Linking a financial incentive to a small survey sample 
provides a challenge (as per transmission).

• Average time to connect  - Introduce small financial incentive for minor connection 
customers. Targets set for time to quote and time from connection acceptance to 
connection complete, with rewards/penalties attached. 

– Potential duplication of rewards/penalties with customer satisfaction survey, however 
we believe ensuring that delivering connections quicker provides additional benefits to 
customers (eg increased network efficiency, increased network resilience, facilitating 
the transition to a low carbon economy quicker).

• Provision of connection information– DNOs to report on connection quotation 
acceptance rates, providing information on reasons. This will be supplemented with 
customer satisfaction survey data to identify why connection offers are not being 
progressed. Potential focus within stakeholder engagement incentive on the provision of 
information. 

• Customers in market segments that are open to competition will not be included in 
any connection incentive. We will ensure that the value of our connection incentives does 
not distort competition in markets that are not yet open to competition. Connection GSOPs 
to remain for DNOs in all market segments, as DNOs are the connection provider of last 
resort. 
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Value of the incentive package 

We are considering an increase of the overall value of customer 
satisfaction incentives from +/-1% to+/-1.5% of allowed 
revenue. Reflecting the maturity of the elec Broad Measure and 
ensuring DNOs are incentivised to meet the requirements of all 
customers. 
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Potential RIIO-ED1 
arrangements
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